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Probably sitting on the left-hand side was a very young engine-man but
now a very active CMR member, hitting 50km/hr with 1000t in tow on
the AVON VALLEY route in 1968 with a sustained 2000hp cylinder output looming for 1.5hrs……who is he?…………………….ISSUE NO: 354
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The President’s – PRATTLE
Two of our very hard working members have now become real senior citizens on their eightieth
birthdays. The two delinquents are Keith (stork) and Don. Many congratulations to you both. Most
who visit our club on a regular basis would know just how much hard work Keith puts into our club.
Don is not as visible, but he puts in a great effort for our club and like so many others his efforts are
not readily seen.
A celebration will be held at the club around 12 noon on Sunday the 28 th of August. All are
welcome to come along and enjoy the day, playing trains and congratulating our new true seniors.
The club will provide a few bangers on the barby and the proverbial birthday cakes have been made
by two of our beautiful lady’s whom I must thank for their hard work.
Ones again I only have the greatest admiration and praise for the Wednesday team for their
magnificent effort in having reinstalled the full main line track through Canning Junction and the
Convention loop. This Wednesday they have started on the links to Jerry’s Work Shop. This is a
monumental effort as I believe they are at least two weeks ahead of their own schedule. I would
think that all our members would be very, very thankful for all the hard work they have put in. Again
congratulations team and keep up the great work.
Our rolling stock master Les Smith has been very busy bring our passenger cars up to spec. over
the past few months. He has been refurbishing the bogies and setting up ride heights along with
correct clearances between car body and bogie. He and Richard have designed a braking system
for all our passenger cars and this design has been approved. The first test and prototype bogie is
now complete. The design and engineering concepts have now been proven. Congratulations and
much appreciation is deserved to you and Richard for one of those undertakings no one wants to
do and it is seldom see by other members of our association. Congratulations Les on your devotion
to our club. Les has the thankless job of club Secretary. Keep up the great work as our club Secretary
Les.
Roger has been working very hard on Denis P More the only club steam locomotive and better know
as DPM around the railway. He has refurbished the rolling undercarriage of DPM and found it quite
a challenge as DPM was built some forty odd years ago. We all thank you for the effort and the
countless hours you put into our association. Please keep up the great work Roger.
The Canning Junction signal and point control project is now well advanced with the installation of
five electro pneumatic point motors. Some of the motors and controls were tested last Saturday and
at first test all seems to be going to plan. I must congratulate John Palm on his great work with
procurement of components and installation of the point motors. Many thanks John and not
forgetting Stalk for all the great work installing the conduit system.
As always we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and
their dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean
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FROM THE TREASURER (his “ramblings”)
Members who have been at the railway recently will have seen more cheese knobs fitted to points
in the yard. This work has been done by long-time member and self-confessed (sufferer of Rail
Enthusiasts Disease) Bernie Courtney . More are needed and your committee have agreed to having
them laser cut as it is now very expensive to have them cast in iron
.

Steam engine operators on run days are asked to make sure that they have sufficient coal to allow
them to light up their engines and have enough coal to enable them to bring their train into traffic
especially when running from Wilson. If need be perhaps fill a bucket of coal .This is so as the coal
wagon can be in place well before the start of the days running. In the past the late arrival of the coal
wagon has caused problems and delays in getting the public trains away from the station.
The toilet cisterns have all had new washers fitted to them but just by depressing the button to flush
them does not always fully flush the pans. It would be appreciated if members hold down the button
until the pan is fully flushed. We can’t do much about this on public run days but all pans can be fully
flushed at the end of the Run day before the toilets are locked.
It was very nice to read such sentiment from Dion, Curtis and Ethan regarding their time spent at
the railway. As we all know it is hard to keep our juniors interest especially on run days when their
participation is limited by age restrictions, although this is being looked into.
Since my time when I was president Mike and I have been at most members days along with others,
which is always the 2nd Sunday in the month and your Club is only too happy for both juniors and
members to drive club locos and members engines when they are invited to do so. Last member’s
day there was just Mike and myself!
Last Sunday was the Community Expo (Wired for Science ) which ran from 10 til 3 .The weather
forecast was not good but apart from a couple of short showers was a very good day for both us 774
pax and the organisers of event CREEC. I was D O on the day and I would like to thank those that
helped on the day. We ran three trains which was only just enough but due to lack of members we
were unable to run a 4th train. It would have been nice to have had another couple of guards and
drivers to lighten the load and allow those there to have a proper lunch break. When one considers
that some are there from 8 am until about 3 30 by the time everything is put away it’s a long and
tiring day. Special thanks to Dion who fuelled the three club engines and checked all was in order
and made up the two trains with one engine taken out as a spare in case one failed.
Comet Vale is coming along slowly with the new axle made and wheels pressed on and re-profiled.
Brakes for both bogies are also under construction.
Denis is back together and been steamed with a successful test run and now there are just a few
little things to sort out and it should be In steam for the September first Sunday run.
Phoenix one of four engines built by the late John Millman and past President and now owned by
his grandson Les, was in need of some repairs as well as a new four-year boiler ticket. The valve
rod bushes where badly worn on both sides due mainly to the fact there was only a bush at the back
of the valve chest. Both valve chests now have valve rod bushes back and front which gives the rod
better support so keeping the valve down onto the valve face on the cylinder block. This is the same
work that was carried out on Denis some time ago. The valves were machined flat with longer valve
rods made and everything then reassembled and valves timed. The tender wheels where re-profiled
and springs adjusted. There were some minor repairs to things such as water taps on the tender for
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the injectors and whistle valve re seated. The boiler, thanks to Steve Reeves, has a new four-year
ticket. A new steam pipe also fitted in the smoke box. It is now back together and been test run and
should be in steam on Sept 4th.The engine is now back to how it was when I was first invited by John
to as he would say, “Ya gotta ‘ave a go”. When it is working hard with its very distinctive exhaust
bark it still puts a big smile on my face and brings back happy memories.
Roger Matthews

FROM THE SECRETARY
The “project” to fit at least one braked bogie per wagon has commenced with
components being delivered. Mass production of “assemblies” will start on the return
of Richard and Tricia Stuart from an English holiday. The two following photos
illustrate what is intended. The brake cylinder and beams are a standard mechanism
that will fit all bogies with “spacer” plates (to the left) varied to suit the differing wheelbases and diameters. The beams have clearance to the axle to suit block wear and
wheel diameter reduction from re-profiling. It is also a railway requirement that two
brake blocks can be worn to “nothing” or “lost” and braking will still occur. There are
inspection “holes” to check on block wear and that the retainer split pin in still in place
as some bogies have deeper side frames. The skid bar is such that with worn wheels
and springs at solid from bounce it will not touch the rails but will also prevent the
brake gear from dropping down. Should brake beams ever swing down they are
designed such that they will not catch or drag on the rails.
Where possible retaining style loose king-pins will be fitted and thus to re-rail you can
insert a long piece of 18mm bar through and pick-up the ends to place back on track
with-out placing fingers underneath etc. New horn stays will be fitted as shown. The
6mm nylon tube will plug into the straight air pipe under the wagon. It is intended to
maintain the existing brass piston brakes fitted to the lead bogies of the articulated
consists and some other “loose” wagons with an isolating cock fitted to prevent steam
travelling past these wagons. The braking pipe will be copper on these vehicles only.

The Safety Bar (tube) was painted by Curtis!
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Sept CALENDAR 2016
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

1

3

4

Clean-up

NIANA
Run

General
Work
Day

5

6

7

Day

8

General
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Day
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13

14

15
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9

10
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Comm.
Meeting

General
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Track

Family
Run
Day
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17

18

General
Work
Day

WILSON
Run
Day

24

25

Nite
W'shop
Fish & Chips

General
Work
Day

19

22

23

General
Work
Day

26

27

28

Sunday

General
Work
Day

29

30

General
Work
Day

TOM DONKIN
You probably got it right for the front cover guess. Transferred down (or was it “up” in
railway language) from Kalgoorlie to East Perth, Tom worked the “linked” run V or pinch
hitting PM from Bunbury to East Perth and then on to Albany via York and return. The run
from Midland up the Valley could see a V having 1200t trailing with the regulator wide open
for sustained steaming at around 2000hp for 1.5hrs and a very pleased Tom at York. Often,
the train was too long to fit the York yard.
Tom is well known at CMR as the regular guard for Vic Jones (below)
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Tom commenced his rail career as a worker before being promoted to “cleaner” and then
trainee fireman out of Kalgoorlie. He did get to work the oil fired ASG garratts to
Norseman. He vouches for the stories of working the fleet-footed ASGs light – engine at
60mph between Kal and Coolgardie……and some quick dashes down Merry-jig (aptly
named) to Widgimooltha.
His transfer to East Perth in 1961 re-united him with the V Class and some other steamers
such as the PM and Dd. Hence the front cover shot. He also did Bunbury and suburban
workings. In October 1968 he went off to Lake Grace and worked the fabulous W Classes.
With a brief stint back on the Midland line, apart from the X Class, he did work the oil fired
Ut on ballast trains.
It was then off to Goldsworthy with wife in tow to spend 5years on K Classes and then the
big stuff at BHP to Newman finally retiring back to Perth in 1999 to join Whiteman Park. It
was the latter’s loss that he also joined Castledare. Tom supplies his tray top for work
around the grounds, doing the liquid fuel runs, changing gas bottles, steel deliveries and the
tonne of coal delivery from Whiteman. Tom, as a guard on our short consists must think it is
a piece of cake and one wonders if he ever thinks back to the ride he must have given some
guards on the back of those
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WAGR loose coupled consists over those undulating wheat-belt goat tracks of yesterday?
A jovial man, Tom is sadly widowed, but a little known fact is that as a lean teenager at Kal
he beat Murray Rose in a swimming sprint!
Tom’s favourite engine gets
over-taken by the Editor and
a young Engineer (a cousin of
Don Bowyer) early one
morning at TOODYAY in 1968.
Tom claimed that the V could
out-run any ng loco up the
VALLEY but the 1850hp for
traction R Class had just
arrived. The V has gone and
so has the Wreck-master
dozer (out-of-gauge). There
was another young Engineer
riding in a WO ore wagon
behind and you can-not do
this now-days …..those were
the “good ‘ol days” eh Tom?

From the Ticket Box Lady
(musings from Wilson 21st August)
A cake for a little girl. Her father
bought so many multi-rides she
wondered who was enjoying it most?
A woman got quite cranky when she
only wanted tickets for her 3 and
41/2 year old children to ride unsupervised and was requested to buy
one for herself.
An elderly man thought and
expressed his opinions that our rides
should be free as a part of Wilson
Park. He then tried to buy a half ticket
to alight at Niana and walk back.
One little boy looked at our loan shoe
bin and said “ gee do people lose that
many shoes?!”

Photo from our roaming reporter Dion.
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THE START
Clontarf in 1960 with
Ted Brown and U Class
on the original elevated
31/2inch.
Below in 2016 the Club
EM emerges from the
Tea Tree tunnel to face
the camera held by Dion.
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